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DNA replication is a key process in cell division cycle. It is initiated in coordinated manner in
several species. To understand the DNA replication in a species one needs to measure the half
replication timing (or replication timing) and the efficiency of replication which vary across genome
in higher eukaryotes. In the previous studies, no direct assessment of replication efficiency on a
genomic scale was performed while the replication timing was indirectly assessed using average
DNA. In this paper, we present a first-ever-method of directly measuring both half replication
timing and efficiency simultaneously from a single DNA microarray time-course data. We achieve it
by fitting the so called near-sigmoid model to each locus of the DNA. We use this model apply S.
pombe DNA replication microarray data and show that it is effective for genome-scale replication
timing and efficiency profiling studies.
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Introduction

DNA replication is a very important process in cell cycle progression, takes place within a
short cell cycle phase called S-phase. It is initiated at multiple sites or origins at varying
times in eukaryotic genomes [1-3] within S-phase. It was shown that [4] some regions of
the genome initiate replication early, some in the middle, and the others near the end,
attributing to a strict timing and coordination of firing at origins with a few exceptions
such as frog embryo [24]. The replication carried out by the fork initiated (also called
replication firing) at a locus is called active replication and the site is called origin of
replication or origin. Whereas the replication carried by the passing forks resulting from
the nearby origins is called passive replication. The active and passive replications are
well defined in S. cerevisiae and fuzzily defined in the other higher eukaryotes when
efficiency of replication is relatively low.
The two genome-wide profiles of interest in DNA replication studies are half replication
timing (or replication timing) and replication efficiency. Half replication timing of a locus
is the time it takes to complete its replication in half of the cells or the probability that it is
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replicated is 0.5. This is especially significant if the replication efficiency is less than
100% i.e. replication of the locus takes significant time of the S-phase. The importance of
the half replication timing is its estimation stability to identify the origins of replication.
Genome-wide DNA microarray analyses have been widely used to determine profiles of
half replication timing at the genomic scale [4-7, 14]. It is measured indirectly by average
DNA content at the loci and the peaks in the average DNA content profile show the
origins or most likely active replication sites.
Flexible timing of firing or inefficient firing at origins was observed in several species
such as human [7], S. pombe [8,9] and frog embryos [24] unlike in S. cerevisiae [4].
Replication efficiency is the measure of strictness of timing of replication of the locus
under consideration i.e. 100% efficient locus is the one that is always replicated strictly at
the same time in all cell cycles whereas an inefficient locus is replicated at different
timings in different cell cycles within a given period within S-phase.
The efficiency of replication has been measured using different techniques such as Single
strand DNA (ssDNA) [17] and DNA combing [9]. DNA combing technique analyzes
DNA replication/firing only at single origins leaving it to be a tedious and low throughput
technique to measure efficiency and half replication time. Hence it cannot be used for
genome scale study. In case of ssDNA technique, the amount of nascent DNA
accumulated at sites of replication initiation during HU treatment may not be proportional
to firing efficiency on a genomic scale resulting in inaccurate assessment of replication
efficiency. Moreover, the current approach requires two different technologies and
datasets, one to measure half replication timing and the other to measure efficiency while
not resulting in any advantage.
Though genome-wide microarray analyses have been widely used to determine profiles of
half replication timing at the genomic scale, direct estimation of replication efficiency at
various loci of the genome based on the genome-wide replication profiles has not been
performed previously. In this paper, we demonstrate that replication efficiency, together
with half replication timing, can be estimated using a novel approach - the near-sigmoid
modeling for the increase in DNA copy number as a function of time at individual loci.
The near-sigmoid modeling approach permits estimation of replication start timing and
replication end timing at various loci of the genome. Based on these measurements, we
attain the genome-wide profiles of half replication timing and replication efficiency. The
rest of the paper describes near-sigmoid modeling and proceeds to show its efficacy on
genome-wide profiling of DNA replication timing and efficiency of S. Pombe.
2

Near-Sigmoid Modeling

In our approach, DNA replication process is described in three steps: initiation, linear
progression, and completion of replication. The time period from the replication initiation
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to the completion is defined as the duplication time DT. As one and only one copy of
DNA at all loci would be synthesized during the S-phase, ηr ·DT = 1, where ηr is the
(average) replication efficiency = 1/DT i.e. rate of fraction of cells replicate the given
locus in a given time upon initiation of replication, higher the DT lower the efficiency.
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration of near-sigmoid model to measure half replication timing and efficiency. Two
point of inflexion Q1 and Q2 define the model, a piecewise linear approximation of sigmoid, hence the name.

Near-sigmoid model represents the above replication model as a specialized 3-piecewise
linear model as shown in figure 1. This model is called near-sigmoid model because it is a
piecewise linear approximation of sigmoid model. The two points of inflexion Q1 = (Ti0,
EiL) and Q2 = (Ti100, EiU) signify the quantitative state of replication of locus li just prior to
the replication initiation and just after the replication completion respectively. Ti0 and
Ti100 indicate replication initiation and replication completion timings of li respectively;
Ti50 is its half replication timing, the average of Ti0 and Ti100 i.e. Ti50 = (Ti0+Ti100)/2. T is
the end of the experiment. Duplication time (DTi), inverse of replication efficiency (ηir), is
Ti100 – Ti0. EiL is the initial DNA content at li which remains constant till Ti0 and starts
increasing linearly at Ti0 till it reaches EiU at time Ti100. Ti0 and Ti100 obey the conditions 0
≤ Ti0 < Ti100 ≤ T and 1 ≤ EiL ≤ EiU ≤ 2. EiL and EiU are ideally expected to be 1 and 2
respectively. We used them in this manner to signify the fact that some loci may have
already replicated to varying extent before the release of the arrested cells to progress in
which case EiL > 1 and the experiment may have stopped before the end of S-phase i.e. T
< S-phase period resulting in EiU < 2 for some late replicating or highly inefficient loci.
The model is mathematically expressed as follows.
Let Cit be the relative DNA content in the synchronized S-phase cells with that of the
reference genome at locus li at time t. Let Citk be the kth repeated measurement of Cit. Let
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Mit be the estimation of log(Cit) as described by the near-sigmoid model in equation (3). In
this model we assume that, like in typical microarray studies, log(Citk) ~ N(log(Cit), σi2).
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Where nti is the number of repeats for li at time t, the superscript ‘i’ signifies the fact that
some observations may be missing and their numbers vary from locus to locus at each
time point. KiL is the number of measurements up to Ti0 and KiU is the number of
measurements from time Ti100 to T, the end of the time-course.
2.1

Near-Sigmoid Model Parameter Estimation

As can be seen from the definitions in equation (3), we need to estimate optimal values
for Ti0 and Ti100 given {Citk}i which automatically leads to the remaining parameters of the
model. They are estimated by exhaustive search by minimizing the mean-squared error
between Mit and log(Citk) as depicted in equation (4).
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Where K is the total number of measurements made for li at all time points put together.
2.2

Statistical Significance of Near-Sigmoid Fit

Upon estimation of the model parameters (Q1 & Q2), we have to examine whether the
near-sigmoid fit is better than constant or flat fit which we evaluate using hypothesis
testing and false discovery rate estimation. The statistical significance (or the p-value) of
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the fit was calculated under the null hypothesis that EiU =EiL= Ei and the alternative
hypothesis is EiU > EiL. The following ANOVA table is used to derive the statistic Fi.
Table 1. ANOVA table for near sigmoid model fit. The Fi statistic follows central F
distribution with degrees of freedom 3 and (Ki-4) i.e. F3,Ki-4(x). Higher the Fi better the fit.
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P-value of the fit (pi) is given by area under F3,Ki-4 from Fi to ∞. The p-values of all loci
were used to obtain false discovery rate (FDR) with monotonicity correction [23]. The
loci above an FDR cut-off are declared to be unfit or flat responsive loci.
2.3

Meaning of Flat Responsive or Unfit Loci

In principle, each and every locus of the DNA has to be replicated before the cell cycle
progresses into its next stage i.e. G2 phase. The insignificant FDR (p-value) shows that
the DNA content at the locus has not changed from the start of the study to the end which
means either the probe is bad or the locus has replicated even before the release of the
cells from synchronization block such as HU arrest to progress in the S-phase. We believe
that almost all probes in an array were tested for their goodness, leaving only possibility
that the loci have replicated even before the release of the cells to progress. Hence the flat
responsive or unfit loci (probes) signify that the corresponding loci are early efficient
replication regions. We show in the next section (3) that it is indeed the case in S. pombe.
3

S. pombe DNA replication Data Analysis using Near-Sigmoid Modeling

To investigate the efficacy of our approach we present its application on genome-wide
DNA replication timing and efficiency. Appropriately normalized DNA microarray data
on DNA replication was obtained from [15]. It is based on S. pombe genome-wide ORFspecific microarray and the increase in DNA copy numbers at individual loci (from all
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three chromosomes) was studied in cells released after HU block. The microarray has an
average resolution of one locus per ~2.4 Kb. Each locus (or ORF) was represented by two
different 50-mer oligonucleotide probes whose average ratio was used for profiling. The
length and resolution of the time-course are 60min and 5 min respectively, two repeats are
available at each time point
We applied the near-sigmoid model to fit DNA copy number increase as a function of
time at individual loci for estimation of replication initiation timing T0 and completion
timing T100. To this end, the T0 and T100 at the majority of loci (> 96% loci of the genome)
were attained based on the criterion of FDR less than 0.01%.
Our methodological approach is validated by the following genome-wide observations:
(1) predicted replication origins are close to A+T islands and the previously predicted
origins; (2) the unfit or flat responsive loci are close to A+T islands and other previously
predicted origins; (3) chrIII has early half replication timing and lower efficiency relative
to the remaining two chromosomes; (4) telomeres on chrI and chrII are late replicating
and more efficient. The importance of A+T islands in our observations stems from the
fact that the origins of replication in S. pombe were shown to be close to A+T islands [21].
The detailed results are described in the following subsections 3.1 through 3.5.
3.1

Replication origins are close to A+T islands and other predicted origins

The origins of replication were predicted using Peak finder software [20] on T50 profile.
Of the 516 origins predicted 285 overlap with A+T islands [21 (A+T)] and 360, 48, 305,
295, 239 and 318 match with the peaks predicted by [17, 21(Validated), 22 (ORC1), 22
(MCM6), 16 (Wt), 16 (∆CDS1)] respectively.
3.2

Flat responsive loci coincide with A+T islands and predicted origins

193 loci were flat responsive which were analyzed to check whether they match closely to
A+T islands and the predicted origins of replication. The islands are expected to be close
to the origins of replication, especially the early ones. Of the 193 flat responsive loci, 146,
173, 36, 155, 154, 129 and 147 loci match with A+T islands [21 (A+T)] and the other
predicted origins [17, 21(Validated), 22 (ORC1), 22 (MCM6), 16 (Wt), 16 (∆CDS1)]
respectively. This shows that these loci are indeed close to the A+T islands and predicted
origins of replication which proves the efficacy of our approach and interpretation.
3.3

Early replication timing of chrIII relative to chrI & chrII

Further evaluation of the effectiveness of our approach to measure half replication timing
was further carried out by comparing the half replication timing of chrIII with that of chrI
& chrII. ChrIII was observed to be early half replicating as compared to that of chrI &
chrII [17]. This was reinforced in our analysis with P-value < 2.2x10-16. The box plots of
the half replication timings of chrI & chrII put together and chrIII are shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Boxplots of half replication timing (vertical axis) of loci on chrI & chrII and chrIII (horizontal axis).
chrIII is systematically has early half replication timing compared to the remaining chromosomes, p-value <
2.2x10-16 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

3.4

Low efficiency of replication of chrIII relative to chrI & chrII

The evaluation of the effectiveness of our model to measure efficiency of replication is
carried out by comparing the overall efficiency of chrI & chrII with that of chrIII. ChrIII
was observed to be less efficient compared to that of chrI &chrII, with P-value < 2.2x10-16
and the box plots of efficiency are shown in figure 3. This observation was supported by
the fact that chrIII was shown to have lot more origins [22] with earlier half replication
timing compared to the remaining two chromosomes. This is due to the fact that
inefficient origins are expected to have systematically early half replication timing in
order to complete replication and there should be many such origins owing to their
inefficiency.
3.5

Higher efficiency of telomeres compared to the other regions

The evaluation of the effectiveness of our model to measure efficiency of replication is
carried out by comparing telomere regions with that of the others in chrI & chrII.
Telomeres are defined as the regions in chrI for < 0.2Mb and >5.4Mb, for chrII < 0.2Mb
and > 4.4Mb. We observed that the telomeres are more efficient (p-value is 0.06) as
telomeres are known to be late replicating which is possible only if they are more efficient
than the other regions. The box plots of efficiency of all loci in telomeres and the other
regions are shown in figure 4.
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Figure 3. Boxplots of duplication times (vertical axis) of loci on chrI & chrII and chrIII (horizontal axis). chrIII
is systematically has higher duplication time or lower efficiency compared to the remaining chromosomes, pvalue < 2.2x10-16 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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Figure 4. Boxplots of duplication times (vertical axis) of loci on telomeres and non-telomeres (horizontal axis)
of chrI & chrII. Telomeres, systematically have lower duplication time or higher efficiency compared to the
non-telomere regions, p-value < 0.06 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

4

Discussion

We have presented the first-of-its-kind approach that permits direct assessment of
genome-wide replication efficiency at individual loci from the same dataset used to
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estimate the half replication timing. This is a significant step in DNA replication studies
since the direct and accurate genomic scale estimation of replication efficiency at various
loci of the genome based on the genome-wide replication profiles which has not been
performed previously though the genome-wide microarray analyses have been widely
used to determine profiles of average DNA replication timing at the genomic scale. In this
paper, we demonstrated that replication efficiency, together with average replication
timing, can be estimated using a novel approach - the near-sigmoid fitting for the increase
in DNA copy number as a function of time at individual loci. Based on their estimates at
each locus, we attained the genome-wide profiles of half replication timing and
replication efficiency. We have shown the efficacy of our approach by various
observations and their concordance with the literature on the analysis of S. pombe DNA
replication microarray data.
Timing of firing at origins is proximated by the average replication timing of the peak loci.
This approach has limitations on identifying (inefficient) late-firing origins closely
located to the other (efficient) early-firing origins [2,4]. As firing at origins is relatively
inefficient in S. pombe [8,9,16], it would not only under-estimate the number of efficient
late firing origins, but also would fail to identify most, if not all, inefficient late-firing
origins. This is because inefficient late-firing origins are unlikely to be self-sufficient in
replication of the origin DNA. Nevertheless, this is still the most effective way to predict
origins of replication at the genomic scale [14].
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